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W E OFFERA COMPREHENSIVE 
AND FREE HOTEL BOOKING SERVICE 

FOR BTME & CLUBHOUSE 2004 

B O O K EARLY - to get the lowest prices 

CONTACT US N O W to receive a full list of all 
hotels and guesthouses available, with special 

rates, for BTME & C L U B H O U S E 2004 

Due to the growth of the BTME & ClubHouse 
Exhibition, plus changes in booking 
conditions with major hotels in Harrogate, 
BIGGA has chosen Reservation Highway as 
its official accommodation booking agency 
for Harrogate, in January 2004. 
All hotel bookings can be made through the Reservation 
Highway web site: www.reservation-highway.co.uk or by 
telephoning them on: 01423 525577. 

Reserve the hotel room of your choice by booking early and 
get the best deal. 

Remember, that accommodation for Continue to Learn or the 
BTME & ClubHouse Exhibition cannot be booked through 
BIGGA. 

Non-residential delegate bookings for the National Education 
Conference, Workshops, BTME & ClubHouse Seminars and 
the Exhibitions Banquet should be booked through BIGGA 
HOUSE using the Continue to Learn Booking Form that will 
be mailed with the October Edition of Greenkeeper 
International. 

TEL: 01423 525577 
FAX:01423 525599 

EMAIL : admin@reservation-highway.co.uk 

OR B O O K ON-LINE 
view all the hotels and place your booking 

- with immediate confirmation. 
Visit: www.reservation-highway.co.uk 

Access code "bigga" (lowercase) 
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Heritage is absorbed 
readily into the leaf and 
moves both systemically 
and translaminarly. 

Heritage moves 
into emerging leaves 
that were not present 
during the initial 
application. 
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Heritage protects against 
fungi invasion by inhibiting 
spore germination, disease 
penetration and sporulation. 

Turf roots absorb 
Heritage and move it 
throughout the plant. 

The only turf fungicide with a new biochemical mode 
of action that will take all your Fusarium problems away. 
• Contact action with systemic and translaminar movement 
• Proven and unparalleled preventative and early curative action 
• Highly effective and environmentally sound chemistry 
• Enters turfgrass through the leaf, stem and root system 
• Low recommended rates of use with unique mode of action 
• Low risk environmental and toxicological profile 
• For use on all grass species 

Heritage 
Fungicide ** 

Designed by nature and perfected by chemistry 

Scotts UK Professional, Paper Mill Lane, Bramford, Ipswich, Suffolk IP8 4BZ Tel: 01473 830492 Fax: 01473 830386 
www.scottsprofessional.co.uk Heritage® and the Syngenta logo are Trade Marks of a Syngenta Group Company. 

Heritage® contains Azoxystrobin. ALWAYS READ THE LABEL: USE PESTICIDES SAFELY. 

http://www.scottsprofessional.co.uk


OBLEMS OLD AND 
^PROBLEMS NEW 

Kate Entwistle casts her eye over the diseases which are currently affecting golf courses. 

Damage to the turf that is caused directly by invertebrate or fungal pests, will noticeably affect either the colour or 
the growth habit of the plants in the sward and in some cases, both. Regardless of the cause, the specific way in 
which the sward is affected will depend on the interaction of several factors, including the type of grass in the sward, 
the invertebrate pest or fungus that is causing the damage, the way in which the sward is maintained (e.g. nutrient 
levels in the plant, height of cut) and the prevailing weather conditions. 

Recognising the possible causes for a given symptom is a crucial first step 
in identifying any turf problem. For example, if the sward is showing patches 
of red/brown discoloured plants, it could be that individual lesions from a leaf 
spot disease are coalescing along the leaf blade and affecting the general 
appearance of the sward in discrete patches or alternatively, it could be that 
the plants are showing a general overall leaf discoloration due to nutrient or 
temperature stress. If lesions are present on the leaf, it is possible that a 
certain Drechslera species of fungus is the cause of the symptom. These 
symptoms, however, would rule out a disease such as take-all patch that 
does cause quite obvious leaf red/brown discoloration but will not cause 
lesions to develop on the lamina. 

It must always be borne in mind that finding a fungus on a plant or 
finding an invertebrate in the rootzone does not necessarily mean that either 
are causing detriment to the turf. Many fungi can be identified on perfectly 
healthy swards and in a healthy rootzone, the number of microorganisms will 
be incalculable. Their relative population levels will fluctuate during the year 
with both the environmental conditions and the vigour of the sward. Thus, 
identifying the cause of a specific problem means completing both an 
investigation in to the development of the symptoms and an analysis to 
identify the presence of the causal organism. If certain invertebrate or fungal 
problems have been identified on your course in the past, it is likely that they 
will reoccur and that you will be able to recognise them as such because their 
symptoms will be similar to those of the initial outbreak. Difficulties arise 
when either the initial outbreak was not identified correctly or when 
problems with similar symptoms but very different causes occur on the same 
area of turf. 

A 42% CHANCE OF DISEASE. 
Almost all the samples that I analyse are sent to me requesting an 

identification of the fungal disease that is causing damage to the sward. 
However, over the past seven months, only 42% of the samples that I have 
analysed in the laboratory had damage that was actually caused directly by a 
fungus. Twenty three percent of samples had symptoms caused by 
invertebrates (either frit fly or nematodes) and 35% had symptoms caused by 
environmental factors/rootzone conditions (physiological effects) and were in 
no way caused by an invertebrate or a fungal pest. It may come as a surprise 
to you that well over half of all samples analysed for turfgrass disease have 
no fungal disease problem. This clearly highlights the difficulty in making a 
correct diagnosis based purely on the symptoms of the sward - however 
convincing the symptoms may be. 

With regard to fungal diseases, the fungus responsible will only cause 
noticeable damage if a suitable host (turfgrass sward) is present and 
environmental conditions prevail that allow the fungus to start infection. The 

severity of the damage is in part dependent on the length of time that the 
favourable environmental conditions prevail. Many diseases occur at non-
damaging levels for much of the time and it is only when conditions allow 
the fungus to reach its maximum potential with regard to causing damage, 
that disease development 'explodes'. Disease is inevitable and invertebrate 
pests can be a reoccurring nightmare. If we know what is present and when 
these potential problems are likely to cause damage, we can work towards 
limiting the severity of the problem on the most important parts of the 
course. 

But what of those symptoms that were mistakenly thought to have been 
disease? Why were they confused with a fungal infection? 

WHEN IS A DISEASE NOT A DISEASE? 
I have received numerous turf samples this year where the bentgrass in a 

mixed bent/fescue/annual meadowgrass sward had become discoloured and 
died out and where eventually, extensive bare areas had developed 
(Figure 1). 

Figure 1: B e n t g r a s s / f e s c u e / a n n u a l m e a d o w g r a s s s w a r d s h o w i n g s y m p t o m s of d a m a g e 



In most cases, annual meadowgrass had tended to grow over the 
affected and thinned swards leaving them with an uneven and patchy 
appearance. In all cases, previous fungicide applications had shown no 
improvement in the overall condition of the sward. Analysis of all these 
samples showed the same result - in the areas where the symptoms were 
continuing to develop, there was no primary fungal disease causing the 
problem. This was a surprise to many of the turf mangers and agronomists 
who had sent the samples in, since the initial discoloration of the bentgrass 
in the sward, it's eventual death and the re-colonisation of the affected 
'patches' of turf with annual meadowgrass, suggested take-all patch disease 
(though I'm not sure which fungicides had been applied during the early part 
of the year to manage that!). In fact, all of the samples were heavily infected 
with frit flies and their pupae were removed in great numbers from the dying 
bentgrass plants (Figure 2). 

These were not the only instances of invertebrates causing symptoms on 
the turf that resembled fungal disease. In previous articles I have written at 
length about the root knot nematode (Meloidogyne sp.) that I found to be 
causing yellow patches annually, between May and November, on creeping 
bentgrass greens across the UK and Ireland (Greenkeeper International, 
February & March, 2003). I was initially asked to help identify the cause of 
these yellow patches by Mark Hunt (Headland Amenity) at the end of 2000 
and since then, I have received numerous turf samples in which this 
nematode is causing these quite dramatic symptoms. Since its initial 
identification as the cause of the problem, this nematode has been confirmed 
as a new species of root knot nematode, not previously known or described. 
It has now been named as Meloidogyne minor n. sp. (new species) and its 
complete and formal description will hopefully be published later this year in 
a nematology journal. It is important that this nematode has been identified 
and recognised as the cause of this problem since it has long been suggested 
that nematodes don't cause major turf problems on cool season grasses. 
Although we are now certain that nematodes can cause detrimental effects 
on all turfgrasses, we still have a lot to learn about these specific 
invertebrates and what makes them infect turf. This poses great problems for 
us with regard to management of both the Meloidogyne minor n. sp. and the 
many other types of nematode that damage turf. 

PROBLEMS NEW... 
Accurate identification of the cause of a problem is a huge step towards 

its long-term management and, when unusual or uncommon problems come 
in to the laboratory, there is a sense of excitement just before the realisation 
kicks in that 'now we know the cause of the damage, we have to find a way 
to manage it'. During July, I received two separate turf samples which both 

proved to be very interesting (yours and my definitions of the word 
'interesting' may differ slightly here!) with regard to the cause of the damage 
to the sward. The first sample, received from Ireland, was a hole-cutter piece 
of a putting green that had a predominantly annual meadowgrass sward. The 
individual plants in the affected area appeared dark brown, almost black and 
watersoaked with occasional evidence of lesions or spots on the leaves. The 
problem had developed as one or two, 12-15 cm diameter patches which 
over the coarse of a few weeks had spread to total around 10 patches. There 
was an apparent increase in the severity and extent of these patches when 
the weather became hot and dry. During this time, the greens were irrigated 
to help relieve moisture stress. Although this problem started on only one 
green, since the initial patch had been noticed four weeks prior to the sample 
being taken, the patches were starting to show on other greens. The 
overwhelming presence of fungal spores on the sample, combined with the 
description of the disease development and weather conditions confirmed 
that the disease was being 
caused by a Bipolaris 
species of fungus. Figures 3 
and 4 show the profusion 
of fungal spores present on 
an affected annual 
meadowgrass plant and a 
close-up of a fungal spore 
that is germinating at both 
ends. In addition, a fungal 
spore was inoculated on to 
artificial culture medium to 
show its mycelial growth 
and allow complete 
identification of the fungus 
(figure 5). 

Figure 5: M y c e l i u m of t h e Bipolar is sp., i s o l a t e d 
a n d g r o w i n g o n ar t i f ic ia l cu l tu re m e d i u m 



The second uncommon turf problem came in during mid July. The 
information that was sent with the turf sample described the problem as 
looking like fusarium patch but not having the same characteristics that are 
normally associated with that disease. The green had been maintained under 
a 'lean fertiliser programme' and maintained so as to produce a consistently 
fast surface. The other notable comment regarding the disease was that it 
'has spread rapidly across the whole green'. To me, the symptoms were 
alarming: watersoaked plants developing in small (2 cm diameter) spots that 
were coalescing and rapidly spreading across a 'lean' and very stressed 
annual meadowgrass sward, without any evidence of aerial mycelium 
(figure 6). 

Figure 6 : G e n e r a l s y m p t o m s of b a c t e r i a l w i l t o n a m e a d o w g r a s s 
s w a r d (cour tesy o f M a r k H u n t , H e a d l a n d A m e n i t y ) 

Analysis of the turf sample identified the problem as bacterial wilt. The 
evidence of the infection was extremely conclusive and the bacteria could be 
seen streaming (or pouring) out of the xylem vessels of affected plants (figure 
7). A close-up analysis of some of the infected plants also showed the 
characteristic leaf discoloration and deformity as recorded for bacterial wilt in 
annual meadowgrass. 

Although these two disease problems are well documented, they are 
certainly not commonly seen in our climate. Our knowledge of current 
invertebrate pests and diseases is based purely on evidence gathered from 
analyses completed, but it is possible that these fungi and bacteria are more 
common and more widespread than we imagine. There is no way of really 
knowing a problem exists until it is recorded during an analysis but when 
unusual problems are 'found', I believe that they should be reported so that 
we can all learn more about the potential problems that can affect our turf. 

Dr Kate Entwistle, The Turf Disease Centre, Waverley Cottage, 
Sherfield Road, Bramley, Hampshire RG26 5AG. UK Tel: 01256 880246 multior 

• Different prill sizes for fine, 
close mown and coarse turf 

*For more information on base feed fertiliser programs, or for a copy of the 
Multigreen Brochure, contact Headland on 01223 597834 

or e-mail: info@headlandamenity.com Website: www.headlandamenity.com 

Manufactured by 
• 5-6 month OR now, new 3 month 

response from a single application 

• Nutrients released by temperature 
alone - unaffected by increased rainfall 

• Use as a 'Base Feed'* on fine turf to 
provide consistent, reliable response 

Developed & Distributed in the 
UK and Ireland by 
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• Less clippings and increased root 
growth compared to other treatments 

• Sulphur free, high potassium 
formulations for stronger, harder turf 
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Figure 7 : Bacter ia s t r e a m i n g o u t o f t h e x y l e m vessels 
o f a cu t m e a d o w g r a s s lea f ( m a g n i f i e d 4 0 0 x ) 
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R a n g i n g f r o m 2 1 - 1 0 2 h p 

M c C o r m i c k t r a c t o r s a r e a f o r c e 
t o b e r e c k o n e d w i t h . 
For g r o u n d s care , n u r s e r i e s , 
g r e e n h o u s e s , v i n e y a r d s , o r c h a r d s , 
g r a s s l a n d a n d m u n i c i p a l i t y w o r k , 
o u r r a n g e c o v e r s e v e r y a p p l i c a t i o n . 

From the small but multi-talented 
G 2 5 mini tractor to the powerful, 
al l-round capability of the CX, w e offer 
individual solutions to meet individual 
needs. All our tractors are designed 
with the driver in mind. Supreme 
versatility is a feature of every model. 
So too is outstanding productivity 
throughout the year. 

Shouldn't you be joining forces 
with your McCormick dealer? 

RSM Beare 
Exeter 01392 841322 
RC Boreham & Company 
Chelmsford 01245 231320 
Burgess Chester (covering 
the North West and North Wales) 01244 881331 
Burgess 
Shrewsbury 01743 235046 
Burgess 
Barton Under Needwood 01283 711622 
Burgess 
Bakewell 01629 812568 
Burgess 
Banbury 01295 253671 
Chichester Tractors 
Chichester 01243 531298 
Collins Services 
Pontrilas 01981 240681 
David Evans Machinery 
Llancarfan 01446 781711 
James Green Farm Machinery 
Studley 01527 857857 
Harper & Eede 
Hurstpierpoint 01273 832331 
Johnson Bros (Fakenham) Ltd 
Fakenham 01328 863812 
K&M Mowers 
Brouqh 01482 667004 
Olivers 
Kings Lanqley 01923 265211 
PJS (Ag Services) Ltd 
Hunqerford 01488 648685 
JE Rees & Sons 
Llandysul 01559 370601 
Rickerby Ltd 
Hexham 01434 604131 
Rickerby Ltd 
Carlisle 01228 527521 
Stalham Engineering Co Ltd 
Stalham 01692 580513 
Suffolk Agri Centre 
Pakenham 01359 232155 
Thornycroft (1862) Ltd 
Huntingdon 01480 891642/3 
Truro Farm Machinery 
Truro 01872 278471 
Uphill & Son Ltd 
Somerset 01761 241270 
RH Young 
Kirknewton 01506 880413 

McCORMICK 
B r o c h u r e H o t l i n e : 0 1 3 0 2 3 2 8 3 2 3 
McCormick Tractors international Ltd., 
Wheatley Hall Road, Doncaster DN2 4PG, South Yorkshire. 
www. mccormick-intl .com 

A member of the ARGO Group 

http://www.mccormick-intl.com


YOUR LETTERS ARE NEEDED! 
Send to: Scott MacCallum, Editor, Greenkeeper International, BIGGA HOUSE, 
Aldwark, Alne, York Y061 1UF, or email them to: scott@bigga.co.uk 

Where are the Letters? 
To follow up Chris Haspell who so eloquently wrote in the magazine 

(March issue) about "Fescue", I sit here wondering if he and I are mad 
as there seems to have been a dearth of letters in backing up his 
thoughts. I hope this helps start a trend. 

Chris expressed opinions on how many speakers at conferences are 
out of touch with the world we live in. I have to say I can only back this 
up. The speakers are without doubt extremely well educated and 
experienced and can rarely be faulted with their knowledge over 
subject matter, but, this does often seem to be a little bit out of this 
world. We know it isn't, but they rarely talk about the world I know 
about. 

Chris talked about greens he had managed and over a seven year 
period changed them over from 100% poa to dominant bent and 
fescue. I have seen these greens after five years of good management 
practices and can say he is a little modest with his time scale. I can also 
back up his claims regarding the pay and play course in Copenhagen. 

This is all very well but many courses do not have such a good 
starting point and conditions to advance this management with the 
same success. I am a great advocate of cultural techniques and the 
management of golf courses without over use of chemicals, fertilisers 
or water. I know it can be done as I worked at Elmwood golf course for 
nearly four years as Deputy Course Manager and Head Greenkeeper 
and never came close to resorting to fungicides. The greens there had 
some areas sprayed using a knapsack sprayer, once, during grow-in and 
to this day, I am sure will not have had any other fungicides used. 

Elmwood had the benefit of well-constructed Suspended water table 
greens and has good air movement and was seeded with good cultivars 
of bent and fescue. This is all a great help. You still get disease starting 
but with other good management practices and careful use of irrigation 
and fertiliser, the disease is kept under control. 

Like Chris I also have been working in Denmark, three years now, but 
in a different part of the country. My Danish friends inform me that the 
east side of Denmark where Chris works has a drier climate than the 
area that I have been working in. This is backed up by an article Ian 
Tomlinson, who works in the Copenhagen area (east side), wrote 
around a year ago referring to an extremely dry winter in Denmark. 
Where I worked during the same winter we had a September, October 
and November with the highest records of rain for those months ever 
recorded with the September rainfall being the wettest month ever in 
this area ie. 210mm. Then last summer this was surpassed by July with 
220mm of rain. I live and work in an area with an average, supposedly, 
of 750mm/year. "Isn't weather unpredictable?" 

Like I say I still try, we have to! as we are not allowed chemicals. I 
have been trying to improve the health and vigour of my grass and soil 
over the last two and a half years by dramatically dropping fertiliser and 
water levels together with a lot of aeration work, removal of thatch and 
replacement of poor root-zone with high performing topdressings. Last 
year I overseeded four times and had great success during the summer 
but found that it is difficult to sustain the better grasses, not surprising 
but over time this, I am sure, will change if my successor continues with 
the programme. 

Drier summers where irrigation is controlled gradually to put more 
stress on the poa and move towards more preferable conditions for 
fescue/bent I feel will eventually turn the tide. I have installed a new 
irrigation system that allows me to sequentially water my greens heavily 
in one night and let them dry out a little for a day or two. Having said 
this and being positive is not necessarily the way to go, though. This 
process may take many years and requires other major works, cutting 
trees, and spending many hours keeping green surfaces dry with 

switching/brushing, to mention only a couple of things. Is it worth it? 
The answer is emphatically your decision! If it is yes what will your 
golfers say? Constant disruption to the putting surface, stressed poa 
sending up seed heads more vigorously, more healthy grass and firmer 
greens, that's for sure. 

I have heard greenkeepers saying, "The only thing you can do if there 
is a chemical ban is dig up your greens and start again". I do not agree 
with this but it is true for many who are in a similar position as I have 
been. 

Some can go down the route of gradually changing their grass 
sward, like Chris, and this has to be commended. Providing the 
conditions allow you to do this! Some will have to go the whole hog 
and rebuild and reseed, then manage greens effectively to keep poa 
stressed and in check. 

It follows from this that fescue/bent is the way to go. If you go down 
the route of creeping bent, poa will come in a few short years if you are 
in a cold damp climate. Not a big deal if you have finances to strip off 
and reseed your greens every five years and manage your greens 
intensively. I do not have a problem with courses having creeping bent 
greens with high inputs of water and fertiliser and I am not even too 
stressed out by the use of chemicals on these greens. They do however 
cost more money to manage and with chemical bans you might be 
pushing your luck. However if the money is there, fine! 

Jim Arthur criticised St Andrews Bay for not being traditional and 
others fear golf courses becoming "Americanised" I also fear this but I 
also feel that there is a place for all types of golf courses which require 
differing management techniques, so long as they can survive with 
more and more restrictions being put on them. 

I was lucky enough to travel to Atlanta in February with Bernhard's 
and BIGGA and had a number of conversations with Superintendents 
from all over the US. The recurring theme was minimal interference 
with the playing surface, high inputs 10 times my budget for private 
courses and five times my budget even on pay-and-play, high staff 
levels of cheap labour, 18 to 30 for 18 holes and greens being torn up 
every four-six years. I also noted during a forum the Bernhard's group 
had with a delegation of Atlanta Superintendents that they were 
surprised at our experiences and techniques and how was it possible to 
maintain golf courses with so little money? I think we and our 
Association should be much more proactive to inform US 
superintendents about what we do and try to influence their 
management practices rather than lying down and expecting things in 
our continent to go the same way as the US. One note of comfort was 
that they also have the Augusta factor driving them mad with 
member's expectations. 

My scribblings come to the bare facts that, we must maintain our 
courses in a more prudent and friendly manner with low inputs or be 
prepared for high costs and potential crippling disease. I am of course 
saying nothing new but this message has got to be put over to the 
golfer, your members! Our Association should be leading the way with 
this. 

Chris asked those who agree with him to stand up and be counted, 
"I am" with a couple of "buts". He also talked about those older 
greenkeepers who have valuable knowledge with regard to bent/fescue 
maintenance; we have to get this knowledge transfer, as we all have 
much we can learn. I suggest you go back to the March issue of 
Greenkeeper International and read Chris's article again. 

I would, very much, welcome responses to this article, especially from 
those greenkeepers with the knowledge to get the best from 
fescue/bent with cultural practices. Email Colin@topgrass.co.uk 
Colin Mackay 
Top-Grass Ltd, Turf Advisory Services 

mailto:scott@bigga.co.uk
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Managing a 
( Golf Course 

Duncan McGilvray concludes his five part series detailing duties of the modern day Course Manager 

Communication 
To communicate effectively at every level will ensure you succeed in all aspects of golf course management. A bold statement, 
but one I believe, as in all my discussions with colleagues with perceived serious professional problems, the reason for those 
problems can be attributed to poor communication, whether at basic level - ensuring staff know what to do and when to do it, to 
the highest level - ensuring officials and members of the club, who ultimately decide whether to allow us to manage their golf 
course, understand what we are trying to achieve. 

In the preceding four articles I stated how extremely important each area of 
management is - this area should be regarded as the link between all the other areas 
and therefore by far the most important. 

Some employers may omit to state communication skills in advertisements for 
Course Managers but we, as Course Managers, should accept its importance and 
work extremely hard to get it right or "others", who do not have the skills to do the 
job but can communicate well, will oversee our profession. 

The most observant of my colleagues may remember similarities in each of my 
previous articles to those of seven years ago, but this last article is vastly different for 
two main reasons. 
1. Rapid technological advances. 
2. The increasing importance of personal presentation in the job we do. 

I will therefore list briefly the areas of communication required and concentrate 
on these two areas in more detail during the course of this final article. 

AREAS OF COMMUNICATION 
It is safe to say that golf clubs have many different sections within the total 

membership where communication between sections is not good - club officials and 
well meaning members will endeavour to improve this because it is good for the club 
as a whole (ladies v gents/mixed matches, juniors v seniors, high v low handicaps, 
artisans v directors etc.) but we mostly play and therefore communicate within our 
own individual sections - probably because we feel more comfortable within our 
own perceived abilities and kind. 

This of course makes our task much more difficult because to effectively 
communicate we must aim to get to all sections of the club no matter how small -
even the 3/4 ball who start out extremely early in the morning and never go into the 
clubhouse, or the small percentage of committee members who may get voted on to 
committees, but seldom attend meetings. 

The Course Manager must therefore cover all the following areas of 
communication to ensure accurate information on course matters is available to all 
members of the club. 

OFFICIAL COMMUNICATION 
• Attending committee meetings. 
• Publishing and distributing the club's agreed Golf Course Policy Document. 
• Attending management meetings with the Club Manager and other department 

heads. 
• Club Manager and Course Manager regular dialogue - formal/informal. 

DIRECT WRITTEN COMMUNICATION 
• Monthly course reports. 
• Major project proposals. 
• Renovation work proposals. 
• Internal magazine/newsheet articles. 

• Distribution of important up-to-the-minute information on course activities. 

DIRECT GENERAL INFORMATION 
• Presentation to members in large/small groups, sections, the morning medal 

players etc., in both formal and informal ways. 38 Greenkeeper International 

• Question and answer sessions - the course manager learns a great deal from 
these types of gatherings - not easy but again necessary! 

GENERAL COMMUNICATION 
• Golf course notice board - your own (not shared) in a prominent place in the 

clubhouse. 
• CDs, Videos both professional and home made on relevant issues. 

PUBLIC RELATIONS/SEMI-SOCIAL COMMUNICATION 
• Staff match/es with sections of the club. 
• Workshop visit - cheese and wine and machinery costs/staff importance. 
• Course Manager lunch in clubhouse with members periodically and golf with 

certain members who require more involved information on course matters. 
• Play in the occasional medal - but you cannot win it! 
• Be on the course when that early 3/4 ball plays and give general information on 

what is done on their behalf. 
• Call in to the clubhouse at the weekend occasionally just as the members are 

coming off the course -1 didn't say it was easy! 
I do not believe it is the job of a club official to write articles on subjects 

regarding golf course management/work programme up-dates/course information 
etc, or stand as a barrier between the Course Manager and the membership. 

In golf clubs where this happens - with all good intentions I hasten to add - the 
Course Manager becomes isolated from the membership and therefore 
communication lines are no where near as good as they should be. 

It has been explained to me in some cases that officials do this to "protect" or 
"cushion" the Course Manager from difficult situations and critisisms - this is not 
good policy - something will give eventually - the Course Manager must be aware 
of the membership's concerns and answer those concerns by communicating 
effectively. 

The Course Manager is the expert in golf course matters and should be trained 
to communicate and deal with difficult situations. 

TECHNOLOGY 
As previously stated this area has improved so much over recent years that we 

now have an incredibly useful tool in which to communicate quickly and effectively 
with officials as well as the general membership. 
• The course notice board can be updated frequently with up to the minute digital 

photos of areas on the course to back up your short text information. 
• You can e-mail the membership before they arrive at the club on relevant 

issues/information - particularly helpful in April when Augusta is on television and 
golfers' expectations are high but temperatures are low! 

• Digital photos can be e-mailed, used in the newsheet, on the website etc. 
• Presentations to committees and the membership are made much easier to 

explain using computerised presentation packages at a fraction of the cost of old 
style slides. 

• International as well as national websites can be visited where information can be 
found and used to back up your own reasoning and observations. 



PERSONAL PRESENTATION 

As I stated at the very beginning of this final article this area of management is 
vital to carrying out the job successfully and is not for giving presentations to 
conferences - that would be a bonus. 

Successful personal presentation I am now convinced is what makes the 
difference between success and failure - being in control of the course and your own 
destiny. 

The Course Manager must present himself/herself appropriately and manage 
situations in all the following areas 
• One to one staff appraisals/assessments/setting goals/monitoring progress. 
• Staff group discussions and "brain storming" sessions. 
• Sub-committee meetings/presentations. 
• Board meetings/presentations. 
• Members meetings/presentations. 
• Question and answer sessions. 
• Attending official/semi-social functions - lunches. Lady Captain's/Captain's day etc. 

At a recent meeting of some of our top Course Managers in the profession the 
question was asked, "What one skill do we believe is essential in succeeeding as 
Course Managers?" The resounding, unanimous reply was, "The ability to present 
oneself appropriately, confidently and succinctly to the powers within our golf 
clubs." Thus ensuring the course gets the required resources for continuous 
improvement. 

So forget about this type of training being for those of us who choose to stand 
up at conferences - this skill will ensure you are successful in getting over your point 
of view and therefore allow you to manage the golf course effectively. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY 

This is a vast area and a sometimes rather frightening one and I cannot possibly 
cover all the requirements/legislation in the space available. 

The best advice I can give is not to be fearful of the prospect of "getting your 
house in order" - if we are fearful we delay, and matters just get more frightening. 

The HSE do not want to prosecute anyone following a dangerous incident - they 
want to reduce the risk of that happening in the first place. 

If you do not have a Health and Safety Policy Document in place do so as soon 
as possible - once you get started it is not nearly as difficult as it seems. 

This document is often bought "off the shelf" and then put on the club's shelf 
seldom to be seen again - until something nasty happens and the club find that the 
document is not adequate for the purpose - it is then too late! 

You can produce this document yourself within the club with the help of HSE 
guidelines but some may find this too daunting - if you want a safety company 

to help make sure of the following criteria:-

• Ensure it is a specialised company dealing with golf and golf courses. 
• Ask for references of previous clients and follow them up. 
• The company must work with you to develop the document not do it for you. 
• The company must involve not only the Club Manager and Course Manager but 

all the department heads, staff, and club officials in the formulation of the 
document. 

• The company should explain right at the start that the document is "live" and that 
the department heads must be capable of up dating the document regularly. 

IN CONCLUSION 
Over the past few years I have been fortunate to be in places where I have had 

the opportunity to speak to some fairly high ranking officials within private 
members' golf clubs - the clear message I get is that they want their Course 
Managers to manage, which is exactly what I and my like minded colleagues would 
like to see. 

Some of my colleagues are however reluctant to take on the responsibility, 
particularly in the areas of budget, communication and personal presentation. 

I therefore take this opportunity in stating that if this attitude continues I am 
convinced the profession of Golf Course Management will not survive and what 
remains will be controlled by "others" with little or no knowledge of the work 
involved, but are able to communicate and present well. 

This will in turn seriously affect the general condition of our golf courses in 
future (if it has not done so already). 

I therefore make an empassioned plea to all Course Managers and aspirant 
Course Managers to seek out personal presentation and communication training -
you will not regret it - we will then go from strength to strength, and ultimately gain 
the recognition that our profession deserves. 

The decision rests with us. 

Ruffo rd 
sports surface technology 

We test where 
others guess 

Don't gamble with your top dressing 
Is your top dressing compatible with your rootzone? We can take the guesswork out of choosing 

the right top dressing by taking core samples from your existing profile and analysing them at our 

laboratory. Using our custom designed software we can then identify the most suitable top 

dressing for your green. 

To find out more call us on 01270 752777 or visit our website at www.rufford.com 
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SPRAY AWAY 
The first new spray nozzle from Hypro - known as Lurmark prior to 1 June 2003 -

was launched recently. 
Sporting the Hypro logo, the new nozzle is the latest addition to a seven-strong 

range of specialist long-throw nozzles which are designed for applications where a 
conventional boom sprayer cannot be used easily, or at all, due to natural or man-
made obstacles. 

Known as the XT 010, the nozzle throws an even fan spray over a distance of 
3.66m at a pressure of 3 bar (44psi). At this pressure, the nozzle delivers 3.9 
litres/min, making it particularly suitable for mounting singly or in pairs, back-to-
back, at the rear of an ATV, quad bike or specialist adapted 4x4 vehicle. 

The XT nozzle's stepped-slot design creates medium to large droplets ensuring 
minimal risk of drift across a pressure range from 2 to 5 bar (29 - 72psi) and at flow 
rates from 3.3 to 5.1 litres/min. For optimum pattern formation and swath width, 
the nozzle should be mounted 1.22m (48in) above ground level with the spray 
delivery orifice positioned horizontally. To better target the spray, the nozzle can be 
angled up or down, but this will affect swath width and spray pattern. 

Recommended retail price of the new Hypro XT 010 long-throw nozzle is £99.99. 
For further information Tel: 01954 260097 

A TECHNOLOGICAL 
TRIUMPH 

A tool that can make integrated 
turf management actually work in 
practice. Everyone talks about ITM, 
most know the theory, but making 
it happen is another matter. Now 
Scotts are launching the answer -
Scotts ¡Turf system. 

iTurf is a technological triumph; 
a system that will measure 
everything that can potentially 
have an effect on turf growth and 
turf health, and then collate and 
present the information so that the 
turf manager can make the right 
cultural decisions. 

FAST WORKER 
Accelerated Compost's 'Rocket' Range of Compost Machines have been specially 

designed and developed in the UK for domestic and small scale industrial use. The 
Rocket can take food, paper and garden waste and turn it into compost within 14 days. 

The Rocket is fully automatic, portable, labour saving and a continuous process 
machine. In brief, waste is fed into the hopper where the machine then controls the: 
moisture content, temperature and aerates the mass. The four stages of biological 
degradation then take place - the end result being - a proven high quality compost that 
you have made yourself! Temperatures over 60°C can be reached and held to ensure 
pathogen, slug eggs and weed seed destruction, and enable compliance with the current 
DEFRA regulations for composting food waste containing meat. 

Visit www.quickcompost.co.uk for further details or contact us on 0870 240 7313. 

IT SUCKS! 
The development of a 2.5m suction head for Turfmech's TM5 high-tip vacuum 

collection was prompted primarily by demand from turf growers needing to collect and 
remove grass clippings from newly-mown turf. Apart from the cosmetic factor, leaving 
the clippings in place, especially during periods of warm, damp weather, can lead to 
potential disease problems and unsightly yellowing of the valuable grass beneath. 

Turfmech believes that the enhanced collection ability and higher workrate provided 
by the 2.5m head will appeal to groundstaff, contractors and all others needing to 
pick-up and remove surface debris quickly and cleanly from public and private parks, 
sports stadiums, race tracks and similar expansive areas. 

Fully height-adjustable, the new 2.5m suction head is equipped with a full-width 
powered debris-loosening brush, of similar design to its narrower stablemate. The 
combination of agitation brush and powerful suction makes the TM5 ideal for the 
collection of leaves, litter, grass clippings and other light, loose, damp or dry debris 
from turf or hard surfaces. 

For further information Tel: 01889 271503 

One of the key features of the 
system is a 'disease prediction' 
programme that, having processed 
all the data, will alert greenkeepers 
and groundsman to the likelihood of disease infestation before it does any damage. 

The Scotts iTurf comprises a series of stations and sensors, linked to a computer, 
that constantly monitors air and soil temperature, solar radiation, humidity, wind 
speed, leafwetness. soil moisture, rainfall etc right across the site. This is exactly the 
kind of detail that the ITM practitioner requires at his fingertips, making the iTurf an 
essential piece of equipment for all turf managers who are interested in managing 
their turf in an environmentally friendly way. And, of course, enjoying the cost 
savings that will accrue from this form of precision management. 

The Scotts iTurf will cost £2,500 to purchase and set up. 
For further information Tel: 01473 830492 

http://www.quickcompost.co.uk

